Case Study

Lippincott® HCP Access

Background
Lippincott® HCP Access requires
leads in a niche market with low
search volume keywords. B Squared
Media was tasked with ﬁnding and
testing multiple keywords to ensure
their Google Ads produced an
acceptable lead volume.
Our approach was two-pronged:
closely monitoring nonperforming
keywords, while allowing highperforming keywords to be optimized
for lead conversion. We continually
tested and optimized the keywords
while striving to reduce overall cost
per lead.

Results
2020

82

LEADS

2021

218
LEADS

166% More Leads

$59.98
CPL

$20.15
CPL

66.4% Reduction in Cost Per Lead

How we solved the problem

Using solid organic and paid keyword research across not only for Lippincott®
HCP Access, but by researching their strong competitor presence, we cultivated
keywords that proved successful.
Coupling the above with B Squared Media’s knack for creative copy, bidding
strategies, and advertising best practices, we were able to optimize the
campaigns on a near-daily basis to bet the goals set.

B Squared Media works closely with our advertising team to
monitor industry trends and to keep the campaigns humming
along efficiently with our cost per lead top of mind.

Aaron Kripke
Wolters Kluwer
Senior Manager of Lippincott® HCP Access

Approach & Methodology

1

BIDDING STRATEGIES

2

BUDGETING

3

KEYWORDS

4

CREATIVE

5

TARGETING

We tested multiple bidding strategies and adapted as needed based on rapid shifts in search
volume and CPL performance.

Continual optimizations involving reviewing 60,000 keyword search terms during 2021 to sort as
negative or to test as new keywords. Using B Squared Media's deﬁned process to eliminate low
performing keywords and focusing on high performing keywords, we were able to double down
on what was working.

Using competitor keyword research, we evaluated over 10,000 different keywords to identify the
top 100 most likely to perform — including deriving the top 5 keywords that are directly tied to
lead conversions.

Aggressive use of responsive search ads with keyword insertion to provide multivariate testing of
ad messages in all campaigns; we tested every creative option available to us and built a continual
feedback loop to test with what worked by reﬁning copy, creative, and keywords and adding in
new assets.

We created hyper-targeted campaigns running with mention of the key solutions Wolters
Kluwer offers.
Aimed at testing multiple observation audiences to deﬁne stand out audiences that bid
adjustments were applied.

6

LANDING PAGES
We created ad copy from client provided landing pages with lead conversion to download a
white paper as a lead magnet. Our team made sure to pair high performing keywords with the
solutions that encourage Google search user to convert to a lead into the ad copy.

Ready to Think Conversation with B Squared?
A simple hello can lead to a million things.

bsquared.media
hello@bsquared.media

Free Consultation
Conversation
Talk is cheap. Advice is priceless.
Our consultation is free.

Brooke Sellas | Founder & CEO

Book a 30-minute free conversation
with our CEO, Brooke Sellas, at:

bsquared.media/free-conversation

